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This invention relates to vane type thermal 
switches of the type controlled by the expansion 
and contraction of a pull wire element. 
One object of the invention is a new and im 

proved vane type thermal switch characterized 
by its dependability, uniformity of operating 
characteristics over long periods of time, and the 
uniformity of operating characteristics of the de 
vices when produced in quantity. 
Another object of the invention is a new and 

improved vane type switch of the above char 
acter wherein a large uniform operating force 
is applied to the vane and wherein uniform op 
erating characteristics over long periods of time 
and uniformity of operating characteristics of 
switches produced in quantity are obtained. 
Another object of the invention is a new and 

improved vane type thermal switch characterized 
by its simplicity of structure. 

Still another object is a new improved vane type 
thermal switch. 
For a better understanding of the invention 

reference may be had to the accompanying draw 
ings, of which-— 

Fig. 1 is a side view of the multiple pull wire 
of a thermal switch embodying the invention; 

Fig. 2 is a view taken at right angles to Fig. 1 
and as viewed from the left; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary view on an enlarged 
scale showing the supporting means for the mul- . 
tiple pull wire of the switch of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the thermal 
switch of Figs. 1 and 2 mounted in an envelope; 

Fig. 5 is a side view of another embodiment of 
the invention; - 

Fig. 6 is a view thereof at right angles to 
Fig. 5; 

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of this embodiment 
housed in a casing; 

Fig. 8 is a view illustrating one step in the 
method of forming and mounting the multiple 
strand wire unit of the embodiment of Figs. 
5 to 7 ; 

Fig. 9 illustrates another step; 
Fig. 10 illustrates another step; 
Fig. 10a is a sectional view through the assem 

bly of Fig. 10; 
Fig. 11 illustrates another step in the method; 
Fig. 12 illustrates a further step in the method; 
Fig. 13 is a view of a detail of the multiple 

strand unit of Figs. 5 to 7; and 
Fig. 14 is a perspective view of a detail of the 

mount of Figs. 5 to '7. 
In Figs. 1 to 4 I have illustrated one embodi 

ment of my new and improved switch structure 
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having in combination a snap action vane type 
switch actuator and a multi-strand thermal pull 
wire wherein the stress on each strand is equalized 
to provide more dependable positive operation 
and more uniform characteristics throughout its 
life. More particularly the switch comprises a 
sprung vane 2 secured at its ends to a frame mem 
her 4 and carrying a contact 6, a fixed contact 8 
engageable by the contact 6 in one position of 
the vane 2 and a coil I0 of expansbile wire, the 
contraction and expansion of which control 
movement of the vane to and from contact clos 
ing position. 

In accordance with this embodiment of the in 
vention the coil I0 is supported at its ends by 
members [2 of insulating material about which 
the wire is wound under tension so as to provide 
a plurality of strands extending between the 
members with the strands being uniformly ten 
sioned at all times. In the particular embodi 
ment shown these members [2 are tubular in 
shape. The members I2 are mounted on bars 
or rods M which pass therethrough. The ends 
of these rods are secured to the arms of V or 
U-shaped yoke members IS. The upper yoke 
member [6 hangs on one arm of a right angle 
bracket [8, the other arm of which is secured 
to the vane 2, the bracket being provided with a 
U-shaped section 20 for reception of the yoke 
member. The central stretch of the lower yoke 
member it passes under one arm of a bracket 22, 
the other arm of which is secured to one end 
of vane 2 where it is attached to the frame 4, the 
bracket 22 being provided with an inverted U 
shaped section 23 for reception of the yoke mem 
her. 
With this structure I eliminate all mechanically 

operated levers and knife-edge pivots that re 
strict movement to one plane and thereby enable 
the several switch elements to cooperate to pro 
vide greatly improved operation and with uni 
form stress on the several strands. 
The wire forming the coil I0 is preferably suit 

ably insulated as by an enamel coating and the 
number of turns. and the diameter of the wire 
are such that the coil has a relatively high re 
sistance. As one example, when enameled 
Nichrome wire of .0008" diameter is used to form 
the coil l0 and a sufficient number‘ of turns pro 
vided, the power absorbed by the coil is less than 
150 milliwatts. The stretches of the coil [0 are 
preferably secured'to the members [2 by means of 
cement 24 as shown best in Fig. 3. 
With the above described arrangement, the 

tension of the strands of coil 10, when the wire 
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forming the same is cold, acting through the up 
per yoke member and bracket l8 holds the vane 
2 in one constrained position. When electric 
current ?ows through the coil It the wire ex 
pands andpermitsthevane 2 tosnaptoanother 
position. Because “of the particLrl’a-ryoke mount 
ing of the coil, that is, because of the free sus 
pension of the upper yoke member from the 
bracket l8 and similar coupling between the lower 
yoke member and bracket i2-2,l‘afny-unequal v‘pull 
of a wire or wires on one end of a spool l2 tends 
to shift the yoke or yokes about thesuspension 
points so as to equalize thegpull.ofrall'ithe”wires. 
Thus there will be a balanced distribution of 
the tension among the various strands of the coil, 
with resultant improved operation oftl-i‘el‘is'witch. 
As shown in Fig. 4, the fra‘m'e‘ll' may be'm-ounte‘d 

on an insulating disk 26 of glass or the like,‘ 
forming a closure for a glass vessel 28 enclosing 
the switch elements. Electrical terminals so on 
theunder side of thedisk, suitably connectedwith 
‘the endsof the coil-iii, withtheiixed .con-tactl? 
-~and- with thefframe» ll,._pro'vide. means‘ for connect 
ing 1 the thermal . switch ‘ into ? the ‘circuit it I is '. to 
comm. h The frame 14 is lmounted on support 
.wirestz one of. whichserves as the electrical con 
nec-tiontoone terminal .30. The ?xed contact 8 
iscarried on.‘ the end of a‘wireittl which is insu 
JatedIyYmOunted on the li‘rame 1%‘ by meansofa 
bea'dlil?v fused about the wire and secured tola 
:strip 38 carried-by the'lfra'me, the other end of 
‘the.wirefiiil'.beingconnécted to. a terminalte. 

‘In the embodiment of'Figs. 5, '6 andfllthe. mu1~ 
tiplestrandpull wireisforlnecl. of a unitllth with 
the; ends or'turns oflthemultiple‘wire coils . ?rmly 
mountedin‘b'ea‘ds 'Ill and ‘t2. These beadsare 
identical in . construction. an'd'beadjtll is mounted 
.inan eyelet 133' ('see..Fig.'l4=) formed inea'bracket 
arm TM} extending generally transversely ~fto "the 
constrained vane“? and having arpart‘ M’ ‘turned 
at right angles-to the .bracketand'ffastened as 
by welding to the vane '2. rl‘he eyeletfil3lis~ formed 
aroundits edge with aicurvedfseat?i’ .for the 
reception of thebead'lil. The eIid'ofthejbracket 
arm 44) i‘slprovi'de’d with a slot 't?exténdirigirom 
ftheleyelet t3 outward, which'fperrnitls assembly 
of _'.'the bead within-the e'yelet’léii' by pas's'ir'ig‘the 
multiple'strand wire'through this .slot .45. '1 The 

innit is ‘mounted in'a- bracket‘ 438 which is l‘idénti 
cal Wvith'the bracket 1% in which lthelbea'dultis 
‘mountedbutin this .case the'iiange"l86'-.of the 
"bracket 136' is'fastened as‘ by’ welding to theifraine 
‘It’. v"The switch shown. in I’Figsj Sand 6 may .be 
mounted in an envelope indicatedlat li?'having 
four terminals ‘é‘lfillifllll and ‘es with’theitermi 
nals ill’ ‘and ‘133 leading to the multiple :str‘an‘ol 
‘unit as. The terminal iiltleafdsto theii‘ame ti’ 
and‘ the terminal i5!) leads to ' the ‘supports ~‘for 
the'?xed contact ‘.8. "In the. particular embodi 
ment shown 'in‘Fig. lithe contact-actuating ‘arm 
8"is"in‘s'ulate'dly carried by a LII-bracket 75l ‘fas-i' 
tened to the ‘frame iii"with a connecting 'iwire 
52l'lea'd'i'ng from the contact carr'ierlt’to' the lead 
in .wire 50. .YAlso in‘ the 'partic?laneir'ibodimtaht 
shown,'. the frame fl’ iscarricd by 'apa'ir-of?sup 
port WiresYl’sBerribeddéd in the'en‘d of'the .en 
velope, one of these wires -.53lleading to=thelter~ 
minal '49. 
‘The multiple strand .pull wire ‘maybe coiled 

and-inounted7 in the beads It! and thin any-suit 
"abler-mannerabut inF-igs. ‘8 to 12.1 have illus 
trated a new and improved methodlfor accom 
plishing this-purpose. The ?rst step (Fig. 8):»con 
'sists in-coi-li-ng the wire\i'6t<--about~a->pairofspaced 
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1! 
very small diameter mandrels (ii with the turns 
Ell’ of the wire evenly placed and adjacent each 
other. Preferably the wire es is provided with 
an enamel or other insulating coating so that 

5 even thoughthey may touch ‘they are insulated 
eagainst short‘? circuit by‘li‘this insulation ‘from the 
comparatively small voltage difference between 
.the turns. With the wire 65; thus wound tightly 
‘about the spaced mandrels 6! the multiple 
estr-an'ds‘»Parelforrned‘.in co~p1anar layers E2 spaced 
i‘from each other a distance equal to the diame 
ter of the mandrelsvtl (Fig. 8(a) and (b) ). The 
next istepiinthelformation oi‘ the unit is shown 
’in"Fi'g. .19. lv'i‘his ‘step consists in gathering the 
main body of the multiple wires 52 rather closely 
ltogethervland ‘then embedding or enoasing the 
=~gatlieredtogether-multiple Wires or turns St in 
"wax ‘or ‘anyother readily removable material 
foratemporarily holding the multiple strand wire 
in assembled relation while mounting. This 
readily removable enc'asing material in which 
the multiple? strand ijfire is embedded is indicated 
attS 'a'n'd'it preferably ‘eitends ‘to point not 
very far‘ removed ‘from the man‘drellii (at both 
ends "so as "to leaveluncasedparts "1612" at ‘the 
ends‘ of the multiple ~strz‘m‘ol assenibly. "Thus the 
multiple stran‘d assembly'is‘hel‘d ‘firmly in the 
assembly unit with the strands oi’"wii‘e parallel 
to each other‘ and closelygrou'pe'd whereby ‘the 
pull of the group approaches ‘that or a single 
pull “wire. "fig. '9 roughly illustrates "the "close 
grouping of the wires‘t’? in’the temporarycas 
i‘ng "l‘heimandrels iii ‘are removed, lea'v 
ingth‘e assenib en unit as illustrated i‘n'Fis.’ l0. 
"The next step is, illustrateid'in "llan'd" this 
cons'ists'in'assembling over the ends"ftl2"of‘the 
coiled multiple strand ‘wire hollow’_.'glass ‘beads’lii? 
whichare' in‘ the‘ form For“ cups asv shown‘ 'i‘n'detail 
in "Fig. '13, ‘each with a ‘small'hole ‘5'6 ‘formed 
in the bottom or‘ the‘ cup; the open top ‘of the‘ cup 
being‘ shown at‘tl. The exposed en’tlsl'ii" 
multiple wire strand assembly "are inserted 
through‘the‘se small openings ‘."66 with the'open 
‘sidesofthe cup-ishap‘edbea‘ds ‘i535 disposed out 
wardly of .the assembly, the ends'of‘the multi 
ple' strand ‘coil : assemblies "ee'iter‘i'clin'gv through the 
ends \ofitheicup-shaped' headset" to a‘ point ‘where 
'the' end ‘surfaces ‘of‘the 'coihturns are: approxi 
mately or nearly approximately even with ‘the 
'ope‘rrsitdeprends 'of thebeads. These Deserts 
areprei‘erablyhf ‘glass 'bu't‘tl'iey inay'be of any 
other suitable material. "rl‘he'ne'zit stepfcon’sists 
~in-anclrioring the'ends ‘0f“'the"mll1l7l "e strand 

coil ‘assembly’ to' the hollow "glass beads . $5. ‘step ' is ’ illustrated ‘in Mg. '12 ' consists ‘in 

?lling each or‘ the hollow beads iit‘with a ‘suit 
able-cemented, care'beine taken that each’ end 
of the coil is covered with and embedded‘ inithe 
cement. ' ‘The "cement ‘may ‘beanysuitable' cement 
which upon hardening firmly "the vends 
"62’of theniultiple-strand-assembly to the‘elass 
'ibeads. This cement ' is - era‘b'ly‘ of insulating 
material. 'After‘the cement has‘been properly 
dried the wax casing 63 in which tlleinain' body 
of the wire assembly‘is~"ein'be'd'de'dnan 'thenibe 
dissolved or melted 'ol'Pso-"as todea've thei'm'ul 
‘tiple strand closely assembled "wire'strands'? 
exposed all the way between the glass beads ‘"65. 
Fig. *5 -=>'sh'o~ws ’~ the was casing‘ ’ thus " removed 
and i'the structure‘ at the ends I are‘ indicated‘ at 
Mil wand 52. ill/lsfl-abovelldescribe'd ‘the unit 1‘thus 
formed may be placed *iIn-the'?asherpr ‘relay 
~which .i'ha's' suitable ~I eyelet supports. ‘As shown 
in Figs. 5, 6 and '7 illustrating a thermal ‘switch 
‘of ~ the @sprung ‘vane ' type ‘the rounded ‘surfaces 
:65’ eof thev beads restiiuponiit'he sea-ts ‘Hi3 ’ 1- roamed 
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around the eyelets. The beads 65 may also be 
formed of an insulating material and molded in 
place about the ends 62' of the wires 92. 
A thermal switch is thus obtained having mul 

tiple pull coils of ?ne wire which simulates very 
closely a single pull wire, with all strands of the 
parallel turns of wire assembled closely adja 
cent a central point. The creation of uneven 
‘pull among the individual wires when the unit 
is adjusted or when it is operating is thus largely 
obviated and for practical purposes the pull is 
substantially uniform on all strands of the wire. 
As above indicated the relay may be used in 
either hot wire ?ashers or relays. 
No particular circuit has been illustrated in 

the drawings as circuits suitable for control by 
thermal switches of the general type herein de 
scribed are well known and form no part of the 
present invention. 
From the above description it will be apparent 

that the invention provides an improved mount 
for the multiple wire coil of a thermal switch 
that insures uniform balanced pull of the var 
ious strands of the coil. 
In both the modi?cation of Figs. 1 to 4 and 

the modi?cation of Figs. 5 to 14 the pull of the 
multiple strands collectively and individually 
is exerted substantially at a common point, in 
the ?rst modi?cation at the hooks 29 and 23 of 
the brackets l8 and '22 and in the second mod 
i?cation at the eyelet 43, with the members it 
and 44 functioning as the means for transmit 
ting the pull of the multiple wire unit directly 
to the movable contact and with the small man 
drel l2 and yoke mount and the beads 4|, 42 
being directly attached to the multiple wire as 
sembly for transmitting the pull to the mem 
bers I8 and 44. 

Particularly good results have been obtained 
with my new and improved multi-strand struc 
tures in combination with the vane type switch 
illustrated in the drawings as they cooperate to 
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insure precise, positive and dependable switch 
operation throughout the switch life. More 
over, with this new and improved structure I 
have eliminated all mechanical levers and knife 
edg'e pivots and use in effect as the only moving 
part a buckling vane which together with the 
improved multi-strand structure provides in ad 
dition to a simple, dependable unit one that 
can be readily produced in quantity at low cost. 

Furthermore, my improved pull wire mounting 
and method also effects further reduction in 
manufacturing costs and enables substantially 
uniform stress to be placed on each end. 

This is a continuation of my application 
Serial No. 573,736, ?led January 20, 1945, now 
abandoned. 

I claim: 
A multiple pull wire unit for mounting in a 

thermal switch comprising multiple turns of 
?ne Wire closely disposed to each other with the 
opposite ends of the multiple strand unit dis 
posed in insulating cup-like shells having a 
hemispherical bottom part including a central 
opening therein, with the wires passing through 

. said opening and a cement-like ?ller in the shell 
in which the ends of the wires are embedded. 

PHILIP SITZER. 
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